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### 1. INTRODUCTION

Millions of people lost their jobs and fell behind on rent due to the economic disruption caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. The Federal Reserve estimates that, as of late 2021, renters owed $9.3 to $10.9 billion in total back rent.¹

Tenants with alleged rental debts face a host of long-term consequences, including the inability to secure safe and affordable new housing.² Landlords often automatically reject applications from potential tenants who are alleged to owe money to former landlords. Most landlords use tenant screening reports that include a credit report,³ including information about rental debt, so they learn about their alleged debt that way. Yet credit reports are notoriously riddled with errors.⁴

Rental debt can appear on a credit report as a debt collection item for up to seven years. When rental debt appears on a tenant’s credit report, the tenant may be forced to turn to landlords who charge above-market rates for low-quality housing or may even become homeless. A fall 2021 survey of legal services and nonprofit tenants’ rights attorneys found that 49% had clients who had trouble finding housing due to rental debt on their credit reports.⁵

Federal Reserve data highlights racial disparities regarding which renters were behind on rent in 2021. Black and Hispanic renters were more likely to be in arrears compared to other renters. More than one in five Black and Hispanic renters were behind compared to 13% of white households and 8% of Asian households.⁶ Another study found that 67% of people behind on rent were people of color.⁷

With the rapidly rising cost of rent⁸ and inflation driving up the cost of a variety of consumer goods,⁹ tenants face continued economic disruption. In addition to this economic uncertainty, many renters confront debt collectors pursuing them for alleged rental debts. Collection efforts may include: communicating by phone, email, text, or mail; reporting overdue debts to credit reporting agencies; or filing collection lawsuits.

Rental debt is money allegedly owed due to a current or prior tenancy. In addition to past due rent such as back rent from the pandemic, rental debt may also include claims for fees associated with breaking a lease and alleged damages to the rental property.

This report discusses common problems faced by consumers experiencing debt collection for alleged rental debts as reported to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) via consumer complaints.¹⁰ These include problems...
with: the amount of debt owed, the collection of old debts, verification of the debts, credit reporting, and communication. Each type of problem is discussed below in Sections 3 to 7, quoting complaint narratives to highlight consumer voices. This report concludes with suggested actions that the CFPB, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), state attorneys general, and state legislatures can take to assist consumers with alleged rental debts.

2. METHODOLOGY

This report is based on an analysis of consumer complaint narratives that are publicly available in the CFPB Consumer Complaint Database. With the help of consumer advocates from around the country, we compiled a list of 16 debt collectors engaged in the collection of rental debt. We found over 1,500 complaint narratives in the Database about these debt collectors, and, to understand consumers’ experiences and concerns, we reviewed them all. The narratives reviewed were filed between March 2020 and May 2022. We chose this time frame to focus on consumer experiences during the pandemic and in the months after pandemic protections such as federal, state, and local rental assistance funding and eviction moratoriums had expired.

We have excerpted consumer narratives throughout this report, unedited from how they appear in the Consumer Complaint Database. The CFPB redacted potentially identifying information, such as names, cities, dates, and specific amounts owed before posting the complaints to the Database. The complaints cited in this report are reproduced in full in Appendix A.

3. PROBLEMS WITH THE AMOUNT OF RENTAL DEBT

Many consumers complained about discrepancies between what they understood they owed and the amount being collected. Frequently, consumers complaining about the amount of rental debt reported that they did not owe any debt at all. Four themes emerged from these complaints, which we discuss in the subsections below: 1) charges were excessive or unreasonable, 2) charges were disputed amounts related to early lease termination, 3) charges were sought for accounts that consumers had paid, and 4) charges were sought for amounts not authorized by their lease agreement.

The federal Fair Debt Collections Practices Act (FDCPA) prohibits debt collectors from misrepresenting the character, amount, or legal status of any debt, and from collecting any amount that is not “expressly authorized by the agreement
creating the debt or permitted by law.” Some complaints describe collection conduct that may violate these or other provisions of the FDCPA.

### 3.1 Collection of Excessive or Unreasonable Charges

Consumers reported excessive charges for repairs to apartments. Some reported being charged the full cost of replacing furnishings, instead of being charged for damage beyond normal wear and tear. Small and incidental damages resulted in charges that were well beyond what appeared reasonable.

“She’d told me that . . . there were no observed damages. Apparently. sometime last year they made the decision to replace the carpet on my dime, despite there being no clause in the lease allowing that.”

*Source: Excerpted from CFPB Consumer Complaint 4307763, filed Apr. 18, 2021.*

Other cases involved charges that should never have applied to the consumer. Consumers were charged for a carpet-cleaning fee when the apartment had no carpeting, for trash removal after they vacuumed and cleaned the apartment and were refused a walk-through, and for Americans with Disabilities Act accommodations the landlord was allegedly required to provide. In most of these complaints, consumers alleged that the debt collector continued to seek payment despite their disputes.

Some tenants secured assurances that they left their units in satisfactory condition, or that charges would be minimal and easily covered by a security deposit, only to have a debt collector contact them months or years later. Even after the tenants disputed the charges, the debt collectors still sought payment.

“XXXX notified me that everything was left in satisfactory condition and that I would only have to pay for replacement of blinds, new paint and carpet replacement. . . . 2 days later XXXX called me back and said good news you don’t have to pay for carpet and paint because you were there 2 years and after that it’s considered normal wear and tear and the company is responsible for that. . . . Time went on and in XX/XX/XXXX we recieve an alert from all 3 major credit Bureaus that [debt collector] had placed a collections for {$1300.00} on our credit reports. . . . I contacted [debt collector] and explained what happened. . . . The representative was rude and wasn’t helpful at all and continued to ask when and how I plan to take care of this debt.”

*Source: Excerpted from CFPB Consumer Complaint 3735671, filed July 8, 2020.*
COVID-19 hampered consumers’ ability to protect themselves from unreasonable charges. Many property management company offices were closed, services limited, and walk-throughs denied to prevent the spread of the virus.24 One consumer even reported being contacted by a debt collector after the landlord refused to accept federal rental assistance to cover the back rent.25

3.2 Collection of Disputed Amounts Related to Early Termination

Consumers who followed the lease-breaking procedures outlined in their rental agreements reported that their landlords charged them additional fines and fees beyond those stated in the lease. Some consumers reported notifying landlords in the manner required by the lease and still being charged for subsequent months after termination of the lease.26 Others allege being charged in excess of the months remaining on their lease.27 When consumers provided information to debt collectors rebutting their alleged debt, the collection agencies were frequently unresponsive.28 Some of these disputes occurred because consumers had to move to lower-cost housing during the pandemic because they lost their jobs or their work hours were reduced.

“My place of employment closed their doors and I had no work during the pandemic. . . . I told the office i was moving out because i couldn’t afford to live there anymore so XXXX and XXXX rent was not paid, I moved out end of XXXX. I had the place professionally cleaned so there was no issues. the offices where closed and had no contact with anyone! so i emailed the office that it was clean and keys on table. thinking I was doing the right thing by moving out. . . . The moment they received the letter at XXXX, XXXX called me very rudely and said she was sending me to collections. . . . I even hired a lawyer that sent a demand letter and the collections agency sent back with only a 50 % settlement offer.”

Source: Excerpted from CFPB Consumer Complaint 4548262, filed July 16, 2021.

In other cases, consumers reported that landlords made verbal agreements or led consumers to believe that there would be no charge for an early move-out due to violence,29 uninhabitable living conditions,30 or the COVID pandemic,31 only to send a balance to collections.32

“I moved out of mallard cove apartments in XXXX va in XXXX of 2019 due to a protective order and domestic XXXX. I was advised that I did not owe any money. I never received anything in the mail from the apartment complex nor collections. I recently pulled my credit report and saw a collection company, national credit systems showing {$810.00} due for mallard cove.”
Lastly, servicemembers reported being charged for rent after they broke their lease. Under the Servicemembers Civil Relief Act, servicemembers have statutory protections for breaking a lease as long as they notify the landlord in advance and provide them with copies of their military orders. Similar to the other lease disputes, debt collection agencies were not responsive to these disputes.

“I moved out of apartment due to military orders. The complex was notified (multiple times) months in advance with no response until the month of the move out date. Apartment was clean upon moving out. After sending them the proper documentation (military orders), they still have not removed the account and now are saying there is an outstanding balance due to condition of the apartment after move. I have sent in documentation of the condition of the apartment after I left, including a video. Proving the condition of the apartment was adequate.”

3.3 Collection of Accounts that Were Paid

Many consumers complained that debt collectors contacted them about accounts that were already paid, including continued efforts to collect after the consumer presented evidence of payment.

Consumers reported settling their account with the landlord only to be contacted by a debt collector for an alleged balance. Occasionally, debt collectors contacted consumers despite written evidence of payment.

“We submitted proof of the last payment made via check and chased to the apartment complex, letter of satisfaction from the apartments on company letter head and a billing statement showing a XXXX balance. All this information was sent to [debt collector] via XXXX (Tracking XXXX), it was delivered and signed by XXXX XXXX. After all this, it was considered satisfied. XX/XX/XXXX, we started getting more phone calls from [debt collector] that we still owed them ($930.00). We have spoken with The XXXX office manager XXXX XXXX XXXX who had confirmed that the debt was satisfied . . . [debt collector] confirmed that they received our correspondence from XXXX but is not sufficient.”

More frequently, consumers reported that debt collectors contacted them in spite of the fact that their landlords provided oral confirmation that their rental accounts were settled.38

“They assured me all my debts were settled at the final walkthrough. XXXX month later I see a collections notice on my credit report. I did not receive any notice at my new address from XXXX or the collections company . . . even though I left a forwarding address. . . . I called [debt collector] to question the validity of this and they switch on to full predatory mode and gave me a week to pay.”

Consumers reported that collectors refused to remove collection items from their credit report even after being presented with evidence of payment.39

“I have a paid in full letter from them and they say that I still owe them money and this was supposed to be removed off my credit report and its been pass seven [years] . . . [T]hey keep calling me harassing me about payment.”

Even when payment was made directly to the debt collection agency, some consumers reported that the collector continued to contact them.

“I sent them a cashiers check in the amount of {$5100.00}. I then received an email from them saying that I owed XXXX dollars, and that my account was now closed. . . . In XX/XX/XXXX, [debt collector] sent me another bill in the amount of {$910.00}. Since we had already negotiated the original debt, and I paid off the agreed upon amount, they should not be saying I owe them money again.”

3.4 Collection of Fees and Interest Charges Not Authorized by Lease

Consumers reported being contacted by debt collectors seeking to collect extra fees and interest that their rental agreements did not authorize.40 When consumers pointed to discrepancies between their contracts and the amount being collected or asked debt collectors and landlords to clarify the origins of the fees and interest,41 they often did not respond or offered insufficient responses to these complaints, as discussed in Section 5 below.
“We talked on the phone about the debt owed to the XXXX XXXX then I informed her [debt collector] after looking at the charge statement that there were discrepancy and inaccurate information reported from the XXXX XXXX XXXX. When, this was mention to XXXX XXXX she kept referring me to the lease agreement and kept telling me that I still have to pay the debt even if what they are reporting is false. . . . I kept asking for a better explanation to properly understand the charges XXXX proceeded to tell me “she was not going to keep going back and forth with me.”

Source: Excerpted from CFPB Consumer Complaint 5189440, filed Feb. 5, 2022.

4. PROBLEMS WITH COLLECTING OLD DEBTS

Many consumers complained that collection agencies sought payment for rental debt beyond the statute of limitations. Consumers have a hard time recognizing and providing proof of payment for old debts because they are less likely to have any documentation showing proof of payment years after moving out of a specific rental.

“I never once received any documentation or notice of debt. I haven't gotten phone calls which I appreciate not being bothered but Im finding out about something I don't believe I owe 5 years later from the XXXX XXXX. It is in regards to a rent recovery for some apartment in which I roomed with the lease holder. Yet all rent was payed.”


Some consumers reported that debt collectors threatened legal action over time-barred rental debts. Courts have long recognized that suing or threatening to sue to collect a time-barred debt violates the FDCPA. This practice also violates new federal debt collection regulations issued under the FDCPA.

“[Debt collector] and ' XXXX XXXX XXXX ' are extorting multiple people for old debt not owed. . . . 5-6 years later. ( After the fact ) Why Now?”

Source: Excerpted from CFPB Consumer Complaint 3844509, filed September 13, 2020.

In a few states, state law extinguishes a debt once the statute of limitations has run, making collection of time-barred debt impermissible even out of court. In such states, attempts to collect rental debt after the statute of limitations has run may constitute false and deceptive collection in violation of the FDCPA. Even
when state law does not extinguish the debt once the statute of limitations has run, debt collectors may still engage in false, deceptive, or misleading conduct or unfair or unconscionable conduct in violation of the FDCPA when they attempt to collect the time-barred debt.49

Some consumers expressed dismay that unpaid rental debts beyond a state’s statute of limitations remained on their credit reports.50 Many states have statutes of limitations shorter than the seven years that a collection tradeline is allowed to remain on credit reports,51 so in some cases it is legal for a debt to remain on a credit report for a couple of years after it is time-barred. However, sometimes debt collectors engage in impermissible practices, such as “re-aging” a debt (listing an incorrect, later date as the trigger date for when the seven-year period began to run), allowing a debt to appear on a credit report for more than the permitted time.52 At least one consumer alleged that a debt collector re-aged a rental debt.

“The debt accrued over {$2000.00} in interest over the years. (now over {$8000.00}) This debt has to do with apartment complex years ago. (XXXX XXXX XXXX) There was an eviction on my record that has fallen off. A new company has taken over and recently this year put it on my credit report as if it were a new account. I’ve done a lot of research on this and it is very much illegal. They have threaten to garnish wages from my bank account as well which is also illegal. I have worked very hard on my credit and feel that this is very unfair to act as if this were a new charge and to bring my score down way low when trying to buy a house.”

For additional credit reporting problems, see Section 6 below.

5. PROBLEMS WITH VERIFICATION OF THE DEBT

The FDCPA requires debt collectors to “cease collection of the debt . . . until the debt collector obtains verification of the debt” if the consumer disputes the debt in writing within 30 days of receipt of the validation notice.53 Additionally, the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) provides certain dispute rights, discussed in Section 6. Despite these legal protections, consumers reported a variety of problems with obtaining verification after a dispute.

5.1 Failure to Provide Requested Verification

Consumers reported asking debt collectors for specific information about the alleged rental debt, such as an itemized list of charges or proof that they should
be liable for those charges, especially for cleaning and damage-related fees that were assessed with no explanation or proof. Many consumers complained that they never received a response to requests for verification of the alleged debt. Moreover, many consumers reported that the debt collector continued its efforts to collect without responding to the dispute.

“I’ve sent so many dispute letters for this creditor and nothing has changed. This has been such a hassle for me. I have not been able to apply for a rental because of this.”

“Both the company and the three bureaus have failed to provide me written proof of this debt. I have provided proof of my current and past addresses in the last 15 years, which doesn’t comply to what they have on file. The bureau continues to send info has been verified with no proof. . . .”

Some collection agencies refused to investigate or verify a debt, or simply ignored requests. On one of these occasions, the consumer successfully contacted the landlord, who admitted to making a mistake, but the consumer still faced difficulties stopping collections. Some collection agencies promised to provide supporting documentation after their investigation, but never followed through, or later refused to follow through.

5.2 Failure to Address Identity Theft

Many consumers stated that someone stole their identity and used it to rent an apartment. These consumers often disputed their debts and asked the debt collectors to verify information about the accounts.

Consumers who had been victims of identity theft asked for verification from the debt collectors, which debt collectors did not always supply. Others filed identity theft reports with the FTC or the police, and sent copies to the debt collectors. Despite informing the debt collector of the identity theft, consumers reported that collection did not stop or that debt collectors continued to furnish their information to the credit bureaus.

“I’ve submitted information to [debt collector] such as my state issued drivers license, proof of address being my current apartment ledger which my lease begin in XXXX up to this year of XXXX. . . . This company
refuses to remove the collections from my reports which a representative stated that the information I submitted to them was not enough information.”


“I advised their representatives that I already submitted a fraud letter to them and had already had one account removed. They refused and just wanted payment.”


The FCRA gives consumers who have been the victim of identity theft the right to request and obtain documents involved in that theft from the business that extended the credit or entered into the transaction with the thief. The business must “provide a copy of application and business transaction records in the control of the business entity . . . evidencing any transaction alleged to be a result of identity theft.” A debt collector ignoring a consumer’s requests for information could be in violation of this provision. The FCRA does not contain a private remedy for this provision, but government agencies (CFPB, FTC and state attorneys general) have authority to enforce this requirement.

6. PROBLEMS WITH CREDIT REPORTING

6.1 Credit Reporting Legal Protections

The FCRA is designed to protect consumers from inaccurate information, requiring consumer reporting agencies (CRAs)—such as Equifax, Experian and TransUnion—to have “reasonable procedures to assure maximum possible accuracy.” The FCRA also gives consumers the right to dispute inaccurate information and get it corrected.

Entities such as debt collectors that furnish of information to CRAs, called “furnishers,” also have obligations under the FCRA. These obligations include refraining from furnishing information that the collector knows or has reasonable cause to believe is inaccurate and investigating disputes that consumers lodge either directly with the furnisher or with a CRA. Consumers can privately enforce violations only of the latter requirement.

Debt collectors communicating false information to a CRA may also violate the FDCPA’s prohibition against “[c]ommunicating or threatening to communicate to any person credit information which is known or which should be known to be false.” This includes the “failure to communicate that a disputed debt is disputed.”
Additionally, since November 30, 2021, new federal debt collection regulations require debt collectors to take certain steps to notify consumers about alleged debts before furnishing information about the debt to CRAs. Statements made by a debt collector about credit reporting can also violate the FDCPA’s prohibition of false, deceptive, or misleading representations.

6.2 Inaccurate Information Reported to Credit Bureaus

Consumers often complained that information about alleged rental debt was erroneously being reported to credit bureaus and that they lacked the means to challenge it.

“The landlord has submitted (significantly inflated) charges to the credit bureau that were not to be included per the agreement and magistrate order. I disputed this with the credit bureaus. XXXX removed the debt, XXXX and XXXX have not. I have contacted the collection agency directly to dispute the debt, they have not responded.”

One complication with challenging rental debt using the FCRA is a negative case from the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 11th Circuit, Batterman v. BR Carroll Glenridge, L.L.C. The court there held that a consumer’s claim that a rental debt reported to a CRA was inaccurate because he did not owe the rent due to uninhabitable conditions was a “legal dispute” that the FCRA did not require the CRA to resolve. However, the CFPB and FTC have taken the position that the language of the FCRA does not support this exception for “legal disputes” from the Act’s dispute investigation requirements.

6.3 Failure to Contact Consumer about Alleged Rental Debt Before Reporting to Credit Bureaus

Consumers frequently learned that someone was attempting to collect alleged rental debt only when it appeared on their credit report. Many consumers stated that the alleged rental debt was reported to the credit bureaus without any attempt to contact them.

In some cases, the lack of contact was due to the debt collector deliberately “parking” the alleged rental debt on the credit report without sending the consumer the “validation notice” that the FDCPA requires the collector to send within five days of the initial communication with a consumer. Instead, the collector simply waited for the consumer to contact it the next time the consumer needed to access credit to buy a car, get a job, or rent a new apartment. As
discussed in Section 6.1, parking debts on credit reports after November 30, 2021 violates the FDCPA.84

“I have never received any letter or phone calls from XXXX XXXX regarding the issue. I have made an attempt to reach out to them via email on XX/XX/XXXX, at XXXX ( which was the email of the person who sent my last lease ) and putting in a direct request on the company’s website XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX a couple of days afterwards. No one has reached out to me regarding the matter.”
Source: Excerpted from CFPB Consumer Complaint 4951110, filed Nov. 27, 2021.

In other cases, debt collectors may have attempted to send notices to the consumer about the alleged rental debt that the consumer never received because, for example, they were sent to the wrong address.85

“[Debt collector] claim to have sent a bill in XX/XX/XXXX to XXXX. . . . Which I had moved out of in XXXX of XXXX. . . . They also never called or emailed me, despite sure deposit a subsidiary having a copy of it. The representative I spoke to claimed that they called my number, but was unable to produce any logs of the calls.”
Source: Excerpted from CFPB Consumer Complaint 4307763, filed Apr. 18, 2021.

6.4 False or Misleading Statements about Credit Reporting

Consumers reported that debt collectors promised to remove their overdue debts from their credit reports as a part of paying off the debt or a settlement agreement and then refused to do so.86

“We paid [debt collector] {$3900.00} on XX/XX/2021. The representative informed us the debt would be removed from our credit report. The debt is still showing on our credit report. . . . [Debt collector] enticed us to pay the debt in full, by explaining the debt would be removed from our credit report.”

“[T]hey not only failed to mark account as disputd, they kept on insisting that I MUST pay and there is no other option. I was told if I paid the item would be removed from my credit report, which didn’t happen.”
Unless the debt collector removes the collection tradeline, a paid collection tradeline will be reported as “paid” on a credit report and remain visible for the remainder of the seven years since the account was first delinquent. If the debt collector led a consumer to believe that the marks would be entirely removed, this could be a false, deceptive, or misleading representation in violation of the FDCPA.87

6.5 Impact of Alleged Rental Debt on Credit Reports

Landlords often reject potential tenants with alleged rental debt. In complaints to the CFPB, consumers reported that they struggled to find new housing.88

“[Debt collector] purchased a debt against me for an apartment lease that I did not live in or rent from. My credit was affected by this and I am currently denied housing from leasing companies due to this.”
Source: Excerpted from CFPB Consumer Complaint 5190526, filed Feb. 5, 2022.

“[I]n 2015 our leasing agency filed for eviction because we fell behind on rent this was our second lease and we were a military familiy and I was awaiting my MEB which is the medical evaluation board for the XXXX XXXX. I am a wounded warrior in a XXXX and the XXXX applied then and the company knew of my military service. Then after they seized our residence they sue us for damages that were non existing. Since that eviction we have been mostly homeless and unable to find adequate housing. They had given the XXXX damage bill to debt collectors numerous times and I try and get it removed it always popped back up. Now they have sued only my wife I’m small claims court.”

Other consumers first heard of their alleged rental debt when they applied for a mortgage or a car loan. The alleged rental debt on their credit report prevented them from being able to get a mortgage or a car loan at all or inflated the cost of obtaining this credit.89 To avoid higher interest rates, some consumers pay the debt, despite believing it is incorrect.90

“The only reason we were made aware of the collection on the bureaus was when we were getting ready to purchase a Home. We have since paid this debt in full. But this is still an issue because we are now trying to refinance our home and it’s showing a as a negative on my bureaus and causing me not get the refi or pay a higher interest rate. This is simply not right.”
Source: Excerpted from CFPB Consumer Complaint 4052071, filed Jan. 6, 2021.
Other consumers experienced pressure at work and in their careers due to alleged rental debts. Consumers faced difficulty seeking jobs that required a security clearance since they had an account that was in collections.

“I was honestly content with leaving this illegal debt unresolved until it fell off my credit, but I applied for a job that requires a high-level security clearance.”

“I am a federal employee with a clearance and I am applying for new federal positions which do not accept applicants with accounts that have been in collections (Army Chaplaincy and a federal law enforcement agency).”

Another consumer complained that an erroneous debt harmed his credit score, disqualifying him from a Small Business Administration loan. One consumer complained that debt collection calls to them at their places of employment put their job at risk.

Consumer complaints described the coercive power that debt collectors wield by reporting alleged rental debts.

They have ridiculous power over someone’s credit and this should not be allowed.

“[Debt collector] said that he was going to report it to the credit bureaus which would ruin my credit. He said they would take action against me. He then said I could mail the ledger to their PO box [to prove that no money was owed] but that it’s better to just pay it because it would take a long time to resolve it and in that time it would go on my credit.”
7. PROBLEMS WITH COMMUNICATIONS

7.1 Excessive or Abusive Calls

Many consumers complained that debt collection calls were incessant, unpleasant, and abusive. The FDCPA prohibits debt collectors from engaging in “conduct the natural consequence of which is to harass, oppress, or abuse,” and includes specific provisions prohibiting profane language and causing the telephone to ring repeatedly with the intent to annoy or harass. Federal debt collection regulations that took effect on November 30, 2021 also specify that a debt collector is presumed to violate these requirements if it attempts to call the consumer more than seven times in seven days or speaks to the consumer more than once in seven days about a specific account.

Consumers reported that debt collectors used aggressive tactics to extract payments, even when consumers told the collectors that they did not owe the debt.

“[Debt collector] has continued to report and aggressively trying to collect on this erroneous collection threatening levy, arrest and ceasure of assets. . . .”

Other consumers reported calls that were rude, hostile, or vulgar, or contacted consumers at unreasonable hours.

“They sent me one letter and proceeded to call me 5 times a day for the past 4 months even though I paid most of the {$820.00} we agreed on! I cant even sleep at a decent time because usually that 5th call they make is around XXXX!”

Consumers who lost work or otherwise faced hardships during the COVID-19 pandemic complained that debt collectors were rude or abusive and pressured them to pay immediately.

“Even though Ive expressed to them several times I am trying to figure out how to pay the remaining balance because Ive been out of work due to an injury and COVID. Whenever I explained this to someone, they raised their voice at me and told me that was not their problem and I shouldve paid the bill as soon as they sent it to me and since I didnt, its going on my credit to damage it.”
Harassing and abusive communications left consumers with alleged rental debt exasperated, angry, and hopeless.101

“Im tired of them haunting me. Why break me down when Im already broken??? People are DYING!”

“IN NO WAY IS THIS ACCEPTABLE! . . . I work VERY HARD! Im tired of them calling me and threatening me!”

Faced with harassment, consumers may believe that they have no choice but to pay a debt that they do not owe.

“They’ve completely ignored me and proceeded to harass me so much for collecting me, that I had to block them. In XXXX, during the pandemic, I became literally XXXX. I had no choice but to do a pay to delete.”

7.2 Continued Use of Method of Communication after the Consumer Asked Collector to Stop Using that Method

Consumers reported receiving phone calls about alleged rental debts after asking debt collectors to stop calling them.102 Federal debt collection regulations that took effect on November 30, 2021 clarified that debt collectors are prohibited from using a method of communication after the consumer requests that they stop using that method.103 In other words, if a consumer tells the debt collector to stop calling, the debt collector must do so—even if the consumer makes the
request orally. Unfortunately, complaints filed after the rule took effect suggest continued non-compliance.\textsuperscript{104}

\section*{8. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS}

Using the CFPB’s consumer complaint portal, consumers with alleged rental debts in collection have expressed a variety of significant concerns, including problems with the amount of debt owed, the collection of old debts, verification of the debts, credit reporting, and means of communication.

The CFPB, the FTC, state attorneys general, and state legislatures should take action to address the concerns raised in these complaints.

\textit{Recommendations for the CFPB}

The problems highlighted above fall squarely within the CFPB’s authority over debt collection and credit reporting under the FDCPA, the FCRA, and the Dodd-Frank Act. The CFPB should exercise that authority to:

\begin{itemize}
  \item Prohibit debt collectors from seeking payment for amounts that were paid by emergency rental assistance programs during the pandemic.
  \item Prohibit credit reporting of rental arrears if emergency rental assistance funds have been paid, and require deletion of any such collection items on credit reports.
  \item Bring enforcement actions against debt collectors for practices involving rental debt that violate the FDCPA or FCRA.\textsuperscript{105}
  \item Collaborate with the FTC and state attorneys general to pass along information about abusive practices by landlords and property managers when these practices fall outside of CFPB authority.
  \item Collaborate with other federal agencies to undertake thorough quantitative and qualitative research on the ongoing impact of collection and credit reporting of rental debt—both pandemic-era debt and other rental debt.
  \item Evaluate whether rental debt should be included at all in credit reports, including conducting research as to whether it is predictive for purposes of credit underwriting and tenant screening and whether its reporting has a disparate impact on consumers of color.
  \item Require debt collectors to obtain and review appropriate documentation of alleged rental debts before engaging in any collection activity, including whether the housing provider is entitled to such amounts under state law and complied with the procedural requirements of such laws.
\end{itemize}
Clarify that collectors must cease collection and engage in additional investigation of portfolios of rental debt accounts where certain red flags are present, including repeated disputes from consumers and assessment of uniform charges for damages (e.g., accounts repeatedly charged the same amount for repainting).

**Recommendations for the FTC**

Like the CFPB, the FTC has enforcement authority under the FDCPA and FCRA against debt collectors. In addition, it has authority over both debt collectors and landlords under Section 5 of the FTC Act. The FTC should exercise that authority to:

- Bring enforcement actions against debt collectors for practices that violate the FDCPA or FCRA and against landlords and debt collectors for unfair or deceptive acts or practices.
- Collaborate with other federal agencies to undertake thorough quantitative and qualitative research on the ongoing impact of collection and credit reporting of rental debt—both pandemic-era debt and other rental debt.

**Recommendations for State Attorneys General**

State attorneys general typically have authority to enforce any state debt collection statutes and statutes prohibiting unfair and deceptive acts and practices (UDAP statutes), as well as federal statutes like the FDCPA and FCRA.\(^{106}\) State attorneys general should:

- Bring enforcement actions against debt collectors, landlords, and property managers engaged in conduct that violates state debt collection statutes, state UDAP statutes, and federal consumer laws where applicable. Any remedies should require implementation of specific reforms and changes in practice.
- Support state legislative changes like those outlined below and use regulatory authority where permissible under existing law.

**Recommendations for State Legislatures**

The FDCPA does not preempt stronger state law protections,\(^{107}\) so state legislators can amend state debt collection or UDAP statutes or enact new legislation to protect consumers from abuses involving rental debt. The CFPB also recently clarified that the FCRA does not preempt states from passing laws addressing the furnishing of rental information or prohibiting a consumer reporting agency from including information (or certain types of information) about a consumer’s eviction or rental debts.\(^{108}\) As a result, state legislators can also restrict the reporting of certain information in tenant screening...
reports and credit reports and restrict landlords’ use of such information. State legislators should:

- Enact state legislation to require collectors, before engaging in any collection activity, to obtain and review appropriate documentation of alleged rental debts, including whether the landlord is entitled to such amounts under state law and complied with the procedural requirements of such laws.

- Enact state legislation to clarify that debt collectors must cease collection and engage in additional investigation of portfolios of rental debt accounts where certain red flags are present, including repeated disputes from consumers and assessment of uniform charges for damages (e.g., accounts repeatedly charged the same amount for repainting).

- Enact state legislation that prohibits tenant screening companies and other consumer reporting agencies from reporting rental debt, or at least from reporting rental debt that arose during the COVID-19 pandemic, and prohibiting housing providers from considering such information.
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